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Abstract. Web based real time communication enhances the current online education platform by blending it with virtual
universities by the means of internet. This article explored the designing perspective of College Online Education Platform in order
to provide distance education services, instant messaging, interactive online classes, video answering and video viewing functions.
A media server cluster load balancing algorithm based on consistency hash algorithm and genetic algorithm is proposed in this
article. This article is focused on designing and practical implementation of a fusion communication platform combined with
WebRTC and related technologies to deliver online education system in colleges and universities. The online education system is
tested and the test results show that the online education system designed and implemented in this paper can meet the expected
needs. The media server cluster load balancing strategy proposed in this paper can ensure the cluster overall load balancing. At the
same time, the node weight can be dynamically adjusted according to the real-time state of the clusters. The outcomes obtained
justifies the eﬀiciency and practicability of the proposed methodology.
Key words: WebRTC; University Online Education; Integrated Communication; Load Balancing.
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1. Introduction. As a unique means of human progress and development, education has deeply influenced
and changed people’s study and life since ancient times. Traditional conditional education can only be realized
by means of paper and pen as media or personal dictation. Nowadays, with the rapid development of computer
technology and the continuous improvement of Internet network level, Under the tide of continuous change in
many traditional industries, the informatization and networking of education is not only the future direction,
but also the urgent need of people. Therefore, a new form of education, that is, online education, or distance
education, came into being [1-4]. It is a method of using information technology and Internet technology to
spread content and learn quickly.
With the development of Internet technology, books are no longer the only carrier of knowledge transmission,
people gradually tend to choose a more convenient way of online education. Although traditional online
education can solve the problem of high threshold of students’ access to knowledge, due to the lack of effective
feedback mechanism, students’ access to knowledge is limited. WebRTC technology users do not need to load
any plug-in, with cross-platform advantages. Traditional education is a passive mode dominated by teachers,
and students’ learning initiative is poor [5-8]. And with the development of real-time communication technology,
especially the rapid development of WebRTC technology, it will gradually break this one-way way of education,
so that students can learn knowledge from anyone at anytime and anywhere [9,10]. This can make up for
the regional imbalance of education to some extent, so that children in remote areas can also receive quality
education [11,12].
This article contributes in the current online education platform by blending it with virtual universities
by the means of web based real time communication (WebRTC). It explores the designing perspective of
College Online Education Platform for providing the distance education services, instant messaging, interactive
online classes, video answering and video viewing functions. The paper proposes a media server cluster load
balancing algorithm based on consistency hash algorithm and a genetic algorithm for the implementation of
College Online Education Platform Based on WebRTC. The novelty of this article lies in designing and practical
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implementation of a fusion communication platform combined with WebRTC and related technologies to deliver
online education system in colleges and universities. The testing of this online education system is done and
the results reveal that the online education system designed and implemented in this paper meet the expected
requirements. Comparative to the existing RTC frameworks, the media server cluster load balancing strategy
proposed in this article ensures cluster overall load balancing at the same time along with dynamic adjustment
to the real-time state of the cluster. The experimental outcomes justify the effectiveness and viability of the
proposed methodology.
The rest of this article is structures into different section. Literature review of the current research work
going on in this field is presented in section 2. Section 3 presents the system design followed by the results and
discussion presented in section 4. Conclusion of the article is depicted in section 5.
2. Literature Review. Under the current educational situation, many famous educational institutions
and educational platforms have emerged at home and abroad. They have different understanding of the forms of
network education, and have formed a state of blooming a variety of types. For example, some provide after-class
homework and auxiliary videos for auxiliary offline education, some provide communication classes and afterclass evaluation, and some directly set up study groups through chat tools and forums. The emergence of these
forms is making the traditional mode of education radiate new charm. Sun, Z. et al. Develop depth learning
online intelligent English teaching system, using the creation of a modern tool platform, helping students comply
with their knowledge and personality to improve the eﬀiciency of English language teaching. Decision tree
algorithm and neural network have been used, and the model is generated based on decision tree technology to
generate English teaching assessment. It provides valuable data for extensive information, summarizes rules and
data, and help teachers improve their education and English scores. The system reflects the thinking of artificial
intelligence expert system. Test applications indicate that systems can help students improve learning eﬀiciency
and more relevant learning content. Furthermore, the system provides an example model having a similar
method, and has a reference definition [13]. Cheng, L. et al., considered the advanced teaching methods as the
research object of cheerleading information curriculum teaching, using literature review methods, questionnaire
surveys, interview methods, classroom observation methods and mathematical statistical methods. According to
the characteristics of online teaching, the characteristics of cheerleading courses and students’ physical/mental
characteristics and teaching strategies of cheerlead network courses are designed for providing better education.
Cultivation of students’ learning habits, learning attitudes, learning skills and thinking innovations, create good
environment and learning conditions [14].
The recent advents in the education industry are linked to the diverse benefits which are extensively
being used in several universities and colleges for successful operation [15-17]. Kapp [18] concluded that the
engagement of students in several games along with teaching may have a positive impact on their mental health
and can inculcate the habit of not giving up in the situation of several failures. There are various studies which
are evident of improvement in the student’s performance when they are involved in gaming as it improves their
critical analysis skills while cultivating the problem solving and decision-making qualities of an individual [19,
20]. There has been a focus on games in the present studies which further improves the learning ability [21,22],
motivational skills [23], student’s attitude for dealing with critical situations [24,25] and inculcate the behavior of
participation [26]. There are various positive effects of games on student’s personality for e-learning scenario as
well. Some of the researchers employed the combination approach including the various data gathering processes
for understanding the student’s approach for instruction and learning [27]. The mixed strategy involves the
gathering of quantitative data from various statistical tests and qualitative information is obtained by student’s
interview. These approaches are considered useful for developing the traditional e-learning platforms and the
student’s progress should be monitored from the collected information [28,29].
Based on the research and learning laboratory fusion communication platform and WebRTC technology,
this paper will first analyze the requirements of the system, and then determine the overall structure of the online
education system in colleges and universities. According to the demand analysis, the whole online education
system of colleges and universities mainly includes login verification module, instant messaging module, online
classroom module, video answering module and video viewing module [30]. The modules that need to be used
WebRTC are online classroom module and video answering module. In order to improve the system concurrency
performance, this paper will build multiple media servers into clusters to provide services.
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Fig. 3.1. Overall Architecture Map of College Online Education System

3. System Design.
3.1. System overall architecture design. The overall architecture diagram of the college online education system (the part related to instant communication and real - time communication) is designed, as shown
in Figure 3.1. The top level is the business functions needed to achieve in the college online education system,
including login verification module, instant communication module, online classroom module, video question
answering module and video back viewing module. The bottom level is the communication server group and
application server, which mainly provides communication - related services, such as text, picture expression and
real - time audio and video, mainly including integrated communication platform, sign aling server and media
server; the application server is mainly used to provide Web services, storage and recording video and provide
database services [31]. This paper focuses on the functions related to multimedia communication, that is, the
integrated communication platform and WebRTC technology based on laboratory research and development,
and designing and implementing the business functions related to text, picture and real-time audio and video
communication.
3.2. Design of load balancing algorithm based on consistent h ash and genetic algorithm. In
order to meet the consistency demand of the real - time media flow transmission request to the same media
server, in this paper, the consistency h ash algorithm is selected as the basic load balancing strategy and
optimized using the genetic algorithm.
The basic flow of consistent hash algorithm is: first, the media server node is mapped to a 232-1 loop with
a range of values through the hash function, after that, the real-time media streaming request is also mapped
to the ring, and the nearest media server node is process the request. However, because there are fewer server
nodes, the request may be offset, that is, some server nodes need to process a large number of requests, while
other server nodes basically do not process requests, resulting in avalanche effect, which can be solved by using
virtual nodes. To a certain extent, the avalanche effect is solved [32].
In the consistency h ash algorithm, the performance differences between the media servers within the cluster
can be represented by assigning a different number of virtual nodes to the media server nodes. In the initial
state, the number of virtual nodes per media server is often a fixed value of human configuration. In order to
ensure the adaptability of the load balancing algorithm, it is necessary to be dynamically adjusted according to
the load state of the media server nodes in the cluster, reduce the number of virtual nodes of the media servers
with high load, and increase the number of virtual nodes of the media servers with low load. The load rate of
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the media server node can be calculated by Equation (3.1):
(3.1)

LBi = αCi + βMi + γBi + δLi

where the LBi represents the load rate of the i server node, and the Ci , Mi , Bi , Li are the load balancing index,
which represents the CPU utilization, memory utilization, bandwidth utilization ratio, respectively.
(3.2)

α+β+γ+δ =1

CPU utilization ratio Ci calculated by formula (3.3), Mi and Bi the same.
(3.3)

Ci = Ct i/CT otal

The Li number of connections, however, is calculated slightly differently. When a user invites other users in
a group to communicate in real time, other users do not necessarily respond immediately, but this part of the
connection number also needs to be taken into account. So, multiply a constant k to indicate the number of
connections that will accept invitations, as shown in equation (3.4).
(3.4)

Li = ((LN i − Lt i) ∗ k + Lt i)/LT otal

The media server node regularly sends load information to the load balancer, and then the load balancer
calculates the load rate of each media server node LBi , When the LBi > LBm ax of the media server node
appears, the number of virtual nodes corresponding to each physical server will be recalculated according to
formula (3.5) and (3.6), where Vt otal, represents the total number of virtual nodes allocated by the cluster.
∑
pi = (1 − LBi )/(
(3.5)
1 − LBi )
(3.6)

Vi = |pi · VT otal |

After calculating the number of virtual nodes of each physical server, remapping is needed to ensure that all
user requests in the group can still be forwarded to the same media server for processing. The information of
the media server corresponding to the group needs to be recorded (stored in the Redis database of the signaling
server cluster, that is, forwarded directly to the specified media server when the group exists; when it does not
exist, the media server is assigned according to the consistency hash algorithm.
However, in the above algorithm, α, β, γ, δ the weights of these load balancing parameters are fixed values
selected according to experience, they will have a great impact on the results. In order to solve this problem,
the weights can be dynamically adjusted by genetic algorithm. Finally, the optimal weights are obtained. The
key of using genetic algorithm to solve the problem is to select the appropriate fitness function and genetic
operation such as selection, crossover and mutation [33, 34]. Among them, the structure of chromosomes is
α, β, γ, δ rough empirical value is (0.2/0.25/0.35/0.2), the initial population is 40, and the value of each position
of each chromosome fluctuates not more than 0.05, which is generated by random algorithm. According to the
formulas (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), the larger the value of the f, the higher the fitness.
∑
¯ =(
(3.7)
LB
LBi )/N
(3.8)
(3.9)

S2 = (

∑

¯ 2 )/N
(LBi − LB)

f = 1/S

The selection operation uses a roulette algorithm to select a chromosome with high adaptivity. At crossoperation, two chromosomes were selected by a random method, and one position on the chromosome was
selected by a random method, and then two chromosomes were exchanged in this position, and the probability
of crossover operation in this algorithm was 80%. Variation operation, selecting a position of chromosome by
a random method, and then floating its up and down does not exceed 0.05, and the probability of mutation
operation in this algorithm is 5%. In order to ensure the stability of the cluster, it does not use the genetic
algorithm to change the weight in a certain period of time in the cluster.
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Fig. 3.2. Overall Architecture of Real-time Communication Cluster

3.3. Implementation of Media Server Cluster Load Balancing Strategy. In order to solve the
problem of media server cluster load balancing, this paper proposes a load balancing algorithm based on
consistency hash algorithm and genetic algorithm [35]. The real-time media flow of clients in the same group
is sent to the same media server for processing. The architecture of media server cluster is shown in figure 3.2.
The media server node collects the above information every t seconds. It should be noted that the number
of bytes sent and the number of bytes received represent the total number of bytes from the beginning to
the current moment, so it is necessary to record the last information. Subtracting two data is the number of
bytes sent and received in the current t seconds. Media server cluster load balancing algorithm mainly includes
two processes. The first process is that the media server node sends the collected CPU utilization, memory
utilization, bandwidth utilization and connection ratio to the load balancer every other time. After receiving
the above data, the second process is to calculate the load rate of each media server node. When the load rate
of the media server node exceeds the system load adjustment threshold, the virtual node will be redistributed
for the media server node in the cluster. Each function module of online education system based on WebRTC
designed and implemented in this paper is systematically tested to verify whether each module can meet the
actual needs. Finally, the performance of the media server cluster load balancing algorithm proposed in this
paper is tested.
4. Results and Discussion. The complete system test environment architectural diagram is shown in
Figure 4.1.
4.1. System business function test. The login verification module provides users with two login methods: login directly enter the user name password and scan the QR code to login. Users can choose the
appropriate login method to login according to the system. The login interface is as shown in Figure 4.1. In
the case of client login, users can directly scan the QR code on the left to enter the system, technically the QR
code stores a random string (in this system is 8 random digits and letters in the system).
After the user has successfully logged into the system, the user will jump to the system homepage and
connect to the MATT agent and the sign align server in the background. Limited to the space constraints, the
process for establishing a WebSocket connection is described. To protect it for easy expansion, the WebSocket
protocol can connections based on the http (s) protocol. First the client sends a hops request with a ” upgradewebsocket” head to the sign align server (request address: wss//192.168.139.218/edusys). Then the sign
align service returned ” 1 0 1 Switching Protocols” response means that the client and server have successfully
established the WebSocket connection.
For data security, the system uses hops protocol to encrypt the transmitted data, control signaling and
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Fig. 4.1. System Test Environment Architecture Map

Fig. 4.2. Screen Recording Streaming Data Distribution

real-time media stream. Therefore, the wss connected message captured by the WireShark is encrypted and
cannot read any valid data.
The instant messaging module mainly provides users with one-to-one chat and group chat functions. Users
can send text, expressions or files in groups. This paper uses Mosquitto server as MATT agent and encrypts
instant message by tls protocol to ensure data security. Since the server encrypts the instant message, Wireshark
cannot parse the captured tls packet. In order to view the content of the MATT message sent, this paper
captures the instant message by Android Studio the breakpoint debugging function. MATT message type is
published, message content is ”packet capture test ”. Online classroom module is one of the core functions
of the system. Different from the traditional passive learning, while watching the teacher’s teaching video,
students can ask questions at any time, and the teacher can give answers in class. The whole interface is
divided into three parts. The left media stream is the video captured by the teacher’s screen, and the upper
right media stream is the video collected by the teacher’s camera and the audio collected by the microphone.
In addition, students can ask questions to teachers through the lower right corner chat box. For ease of testing,
Google browser provides the function of viewing WebRTC peer-to-peer connection establishment and sending
and receiving monitoring data in the media stream as shown in figure 4.2, in which the teacher screen captures
the data of the video stream.
After the user and the signaling server have established a connection, they will apply to join the room.
If the room has not been created, the room will be created, and if it already exists, they will join the room
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Fig. 4.3. Comparison of the algorithms and traditional consistent hash algorithms in terms of average delay

directly. After the client and the media server establish a connection, after the successful establishment of peer
connection, send the user’s media stream, if there are other users in the room, then receive the real-time media
stream of other users. When a user joins the room, he receives the user’s real-time media stream; similarly,
when a user leaves the room, he stops receiving the user’s media stream.
This module provides users with the function of watching back teaching video, that is, recording real-time
audio and video released by teachers in online classroom module for students to watch. If the course has been
recorded or recorded, the user can click the ”look back video” button to watch the video.
4.2. Performance Test of Media Server Cluster Load Balancing Strategy. This paper uses the
modified NUBOMEDIA benchmark tool to test the media server load balancing algorithm proposed in this
paper, and compares the test results with the traditional consistent Hash algorithm, in which the video stream
is coded by H.264, the frame rate is 30 fps, the resolution is 600 x 800; the audio stream is coded by Opus,
and the sampling rate is 48 kHz. In order to facilitate the test, the client connects to the media server and
continues to open the connection. The experiment is carried out in the LAN environment.
When the number of cluster connections is small, the average delay between this algorithm and the traditional consistent hash algorithm is not different, but with the increase of the number of connections, the
average delay of this algorithm is shorter. As shown in figure 4.3, the average delay can reflect the eﬀiciency of
load balancing to some extent, but it is not accurate to use the average delay to evaluate the load balancing
eﬀiciency of the algorithm. To measure the load balancing eﬀiciency of the algorithm more accurately, as
shown in figure 4.4. It can be seen that the variance of load rate of this algorithm is relatively low, that is, the
algorithm can balance cluster load more than the traditional consistent hash algorithm.
As the client connects to the server, the load rate of each server will continue to rise, but the overall load of
each server in the cluster is balanced. Figure 4.5 is representative of the cluster load balancing results in terms
of server load rate; however, the server connection comparison with the current cluster connection is done in
Figure 4.6. Although the server load is balanced, the server allocation is different because of server performance
difference.
Through the test of the whole function of the page, each module runs well in function and is consistent
with the expected results. Through the compatibility test of the system, the actual support of the system audio
and video module is consistent with the theory. Overall, the system in all aspects of good performance, to meet
the expected needs.
5. Conclusion. A WebRTC-based distance education system is designed and implemented in this paper.
The experimental tests done reveals that the designing and practical implementation of a fusion communication
platform combined with WebRTC meet the expected requirements. This article proposes a media server cluster
load balancing strategy which ensures the cluster overall load balancing while dynamically adjusting the node
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Fig. 4.4. Comparison of the algorithms and traditional consistent hash algorithms in terms of difference between the load
rate of clusters

Fig. 4.5. The results of cluster load balancing in terms of server load rate

weights as per the real-time state of the clusters. The experimental outcomes justify the effectiveness and
viability of the proposed methodology. There are some future scopes for improvement which can be studied
and optimized in the future.
1. The system in this paper can achieve the desired goal, but it needs to further optimize and improve the
system function according to the user feedback later.
2. The proposed load balancing strategy of media server cluster can achieve good experimental results, but
the research on how to adjust the load of the system to the equilibrium state quickly is still required, therefore,
further optimization can be done as a future perspective. Also, the future research directions of this work will
consider Wi-Fi communication environment for experimentation analysis.
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Fig. 4.6. The results of cluster load balancing comparing the server connection and current cluster connections
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